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In this paper, we propose matrix-based methods for computing set approximations and 
reducts of a covering decision information system. First, some matrices and matrix 
operations are introduced to compute the set approximations, and further to compute 
the positive region of a covering decision system. Second, the notions of minimal and 
maximal descriptions in a covering decision system are proposed which can be easily 
obtained by the matrix-based methods. Then the minimal and maximal descriptions are 
employed to construct a new discernibility matrix. We claim that by using the minimal and 
maximal descriptions, we can dramatically reduce the total number of discernibility sets 
that need to be computed in the new discernibility matrix, thus dramatically reducing the 
computational time for finding all reducts and one optimal reduct of a covering decision 
system. In the end, several numerical experiments are conducted to examine the efficiency 
of the proposed methods.

© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Rough set theory, proposed by Pawlak [16], provides a systematic approach for classification of data. It has been widely 
applied in machine learning and patten recognition [2,5,11,17,18,22,28,31]. The main goal of rough set theory is to describe 
and conceptualize various types of imprecise and uncertain data. There are mainly two factors that affect the description 
capability of rough set theory: set approximation and knowledge reduction. First, set approximation is fundamentally im-
portant in rough set theory. Given a subset of data, two definable sets are induced to approximate the subset, called lower 
and upper approximations, respectively. Second, under the condition of keeping set approximation unchanged, knowledge 
reduction is to remove redundant knowledge from the whole data so as to make a decision quickly while preserving or 
even improving the decision making ability.

Classical rough set theory can be employed to deal with data which generates equivalence classes. However, in many 
real-word situations, there are attributes of multiple different types in information systems, e.g., missing ones, numerical 
ones, set-valued ones and interval-valued ones. Classical rough set theory has a theoretical limitation on analyzing these 
data. To overcome this limitation, many methods have been introduced to generalize the classical rough set theory. One 
method is to relax equivalence relation to other binary relations, such as similarity relation, dominance relation and tol-
erance relation [1,7,8,13,20,20,21,29]. The other method is to extend partitions to coverings [3,6,10,14,15,19,23–25,30,33]. 
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In fact, there are close relationships between coverings and binary relations. Zhang and Luo [36] pointed out that several 
covering-based rough sets and relation-based rough sets can be equally transformed to each other. Wang et al. [26] noticed 
that a kind of covering information system and dominance relation-based information system are isomorphic under certain 
conditions. Therefore, the covering-based and relation-based rough sets can be studied within a unified framework in many 
cases. As a generalization of classical rough sets, covering-based rough sets have been attracting more and more attention, 
especially on the construction of set approximations [9,12,14,19,23,24,32]. Yao and Yao [32] unified and classified various 
kinds of set approximations in covering-based rough set theory. Another important topic on covering-based rough sets is 
knowledge reduction. Zhu and Wang [37,38] proposed a reduction method to reduce redundant elements in a covering 
while preserving set approximation. But this reduction is no longer in line with the original purpose of knowledge reduc-
tion in classical rough set theory [4]. Compared with Zhu’s reduction on a single covering, Chen and Wang and coworkers
[4,27] first defined a covering decision information system and presented a pioneering study on the reduction of this infor-
mation system. This kind of reduction is to remove redundant coverings from a family of coverings, and it can be seen as 
a generalization of the reduction in classical rough set theory. For solving this problem, Chen et al. [4] originally proposed 
a discernibility matrix for computing the reduct of a covering decision information system. But the discernibility matrix is 
very time-consuming due to its complex computation. To further improvement, Wang et al. [27] constructed a new dis-
cernibility matrix, which greatly reduced the computational complexity of the original discernibility matrix. Note that in a 
covering decision information system the data cannot be simply handled by classical rough set methods, and that because 
different subsets of data usually overlap, it is necessary to provide more rational and efficient methods for this issue.

The main objective of this paper is to introduce matrix-based methods for computing set approximations and finding all 
reducts and one suboptimal reduct of a covering decision information system. In previous literatures, Zhang et al. [34,35]
used some matrices to compute the set approximations of composite rough sets. But due to the complexity of overlapping 
data, these matrices cannot work in a covering decision information system. Thus, in this paper, we define several new 
matrices and matrix operations by which one can efficiently compute set approximations. On the other hand, the notions of 
minimal and maximal descriptions in a covering decision information system are proposed which can be easily obtained by 
the proposed matrix-based methods. We claim that by using the minimal and maximal descriptions, we can dramatically 
reduce the number of discernibility sets that need to be computed in a covering decision system, thus can further decrease 
the computational complexity for finding all reducts and one suboptimal reduct to a large degree.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review some basic concepts related to a covering decision 
information system. In Section 3, we introduce some matrices and matrix operations, and use them to compute the approx-
imations of a set, particularly to compute the position region of a covering decision system. In Section 4, we introduce the 
minimal and maximal descriptions in a covering decision information system which can be easily obtained by the proposed 
matrix operations. In terms of the minimal and maximal descriptions, a new discernibility matrix of a covering decision 
information system is constructed, in which the total number of discernibility sets that need to be computed is dramatically 
reduced. In Section 5, the proposed methods are evaluated by several numerical experiments.

2. Background

In this section, we review basic concepts related to covering-based rough sets and covering decision information systems. 
More details can be found in [4,27,32,33,37].

Definition 1. Let U be the universe and C be a family of subsets of U . If none subsets in C is empty and ∪C = U , then C is 
called a covering of U ; the ordered pair (U , C) is called a covering approximation space.

One can see that a partition of the universe is certainly a covering of the universe.
Each object of the universe is associated with one subset of objects called the neighborhood of the object. The family of 

all neighborhoods actually generates a granular space which explicitly reflects the relationship among objects.

Definition 2 (Neighborhood). Let C be a covering of U . For x ∈ U , denote Cx = ∩{K ∈ C |x ∈ K } as the neighborhood of x with 
respect to C . Then Cov(C) = {Cx|x ∈ U } is also a covering of U and we call it the induced covering of C .

Definition 3 (Neighborhood). Let � be a family of coverings of U . For each x ∈ U , denote �x = ∩{Cx|C ∈ �} as the neigh-
borhood of x with respect to �. Then Cov(�) = {�x|x ∈ U } is also a covering of U and we call it the induced covering 
of �.

Clearly, �x is the intersection of all the elements including x in the coverings of �. If each covering of � is a partition, 
then Cov(�) is also a partition and �x is the equivalence class including x.

Based on the neighborhoods, Chen and Wang and coworkers [4,27] defined the approximation operators as follows.

Definition 4. (See [4,27].) Let � be a family of coverings of U . A pair of approximation operators (�,�) is defined as: 
X ⊆ U ,
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